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1. Introduction. The theory of Montgomery-Samelson singular

fiberings is concerned with maps which are bundle maps except on a

singular set, over which the fibers have been pinched to points. The

original definition is in Montgomery-Samelson [8], and related ones

are in Conner-Dyer [o], Mahowald [7], Antonelli [l], and Church-

Timourian [5].2 We will define a map/ to be an MS-fibering of mani-

folds if
(1) f:(Mn, A)-+(Np,f(A)) is open and onto;

(2) f^1{f(A)) =A, A is closed and nonempty, and//^4 is a homeo-

morphism;

(3) f\Mn — A-^Np—f{A) is a locally trivial fibering with fiber
Fn~p and Mn—A is connected.

We also require Mn, Np, A,f{A) and Fn~p to be closed connected

orientable and triangulable manifolds with n>p. The fibering will be

smooth if/and these manifolds are C°°-differentiable and if the inclu-

sions A-+M and/(/I)—>N are C°°-imbeddings.

Investigations in the theory of transformation groups led Mont-

gomery and Samelson to conjecture in 1946 that if Mn is a sphere and

f:Mn—>NP is a differentiate MS-fibering (where Np has possibly

nonempty boundary and A is not assumed to be a manifold), then

the singular set A is a homology sphere. Mahowald [7] showed essen-

tially that, if w^4 and Mn is a Z2-cohomology sphere, then A is also

a Z2-cohomology sphere. Prior to this Conner-Dyer [o] obtained

similar results for arbitrary n, but with the additional requirement

that the fiber be a Z2-cohomology sphere. Differentiability was not

assumed in either paper and the singular fiberings involved spaces

more general than those we consider here.

The purpose of this note is to indicate recent progress on a form of

the MS-conjecture nearer to the original.

2. Main results.

Theorem 1. Letf:(Sn, A)—*(NP, f{A)) be an MS-fibering of mani-

folds; let A and f(A) be locally flatly imbedded in Sn and Np, and let
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tti(Np —f(A)) act simply on Ü*(F; Z). Then A is an integral homology

(2p — n —2)-sphere.

As a corollary to Theorem 1 we have

Theorem 2. ///: (Sn, A)-*(N», f(A)) is a smooth MS-fibering of

manifolds, then A is an integral homology (2p—n — 2)-sphere.

Theorem 2, therefore, affirms the MS-conjecture in the case where

A and/(^4) are smooth manifolds and Np is without boundary. Using

(2) we can also prove (assuming the Poincaré hypothesis if dim A is

3 or 4).

Theorem 3. If f:(Sn, A)^>(SP, f{A)) is a smooth MS-fibering of
manifolds with A a simply connected q-manifold, then f is topologically

equivalent to the (q-\-i)-fold suspension of a locally trivial fiber map
S2m~l-+Sm, m = 2, 4, 8.

Results similar to (3) may be found in Antonelli [l]. Global results

in the case where the singular set consists of isolated points may be

found in Antonelli [2], [3].

3. Outline of Proofs of Theorems 2 and 3. We first prove

Theorem 3 using Theorem 2. It is clear that A,f(A) are homotopy

spheres. Assuming the Poincaré conjecture true in dim 3, 4 we obtain

sphere pairs (Sn, A) and (Sp,f(A)). Since A, f{A) are locally flatly

imbedded we may conclude that they are standard sphere pairs,

provided codim {A ) and codim (f(A ) ) 2:3, via a theorem of Stallings [9 ].

Suppose for the moment that this is the case. Since we have sphere

pairs there is a pair of antipodal points {p, q} in A which is carried

onto a pair of antipodal points {p1, q1} in f(A) by the homeomor-

phism f/A. Removing these pairs of points and carefully deforming

the restriction map S"—{p, q}~>SP — {p1, q1} we obtain an MS-

fibering of Sn~l onto 5P_1 with singular set a standard (q — l)-sphere.

The suspension of this new fibering is topologically equivalent to /.

Proceeding in this way we see that/ is topologically equivalent to the

(g + l)-fold suspension of a locally trivial fibre map 52m_1—>5"*, m = 2,

4, 8. See [l] for more details.

In order to prove codim of A a.ndf(A) ^3, it will suffice to show

codim f{A) ^3. If codim f(A) = 1, then/04) separates Sp and im-
plies that A separates Sn. But this is impossible since codim A ^

codim f(A) + l (because dim F"_p^l).
Suppose codim f(A) =2. Removing singular sets and deforming,

we obtain a fibering L^>K of compact sets with projection map//L,

L=f~l(K). This map is open so by a theorem of Whyburn [12] it
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induces an epimorphism on 1-dimensional rational homology if

Hi(L) is finite-dimensional as a vector space. From Alexander duality

applied to the pairs (Sp,f(A)) and (Sn, A) we obtain dim Hi(K) = 1

and dim Hi(L)=0—a contradiction. Therefore, codim f(A) 2:3, as

desired.

Remark. Using Theorem 3 and what is essentially the standard

argument for the suspensions of Hopf maps, it follows that / is an

essential map. However, it is known that it is not necessary for fiber

maps 52"1-1—>Sm to be topologically equivalent to the Hopf maps

except in the case m = 2.

Proof of (2). Since codim A 2:3 it follows from a well-known trans-

versality argument that Sn— A is simply connected. Applying the

fiber-homotopy sequence we see that Np—f{A) is also simply con-

nected. Therefore, iri(Np—f(A)) acts simply on H*(F; Z) and the

desired conclusion follows from (1).

4. Proof of Theorem 1. By local flatness there exist small open

sets V around x in A with (V, VC\A) homeomorphic to (Rn, R").

Therefore the inclusion of a small linking S»-«-1 in V—A is a homot-

opy equivalence; the analogous result holds for suitable open W

around f(x) 'mf(A), and a small linking sphere Sp~"~1. Furthermore,

putting Ln~"~1=f~1(Sp~t~1), it follows from consideration of the

homotopy sequences of the fibering (over 5P_5_1 and W—f(A)) that

the inclusion LC.f~l(W) — A is a homotopy equivalence. Since each

V contains an f~1(W) and conversely, it follows easily that L is a

homotopy (n — q—1)-sphere. From [4], Fn~p is a homotopy 1, 3 or

7 sphere.3

The simple action hypothesis now allows one to make use of the

exactness of the Gysin sequence

• • ■ ->Hi0(N»-ñA))-*n?*\NP-f(A) A;'+r+1(5n-¿)- • • •

with r = n — p and coefficients in any field Zp. The subscript c denotes

compact supports. An argument similar to Conner-Dyer, [6, Theorem

2.1] now implies that A is a Zp-cohomology (» — k(n — £ + l))-sphere

for some positive integer k. Indeed, the fact that n — p = i, 3 or 7

implies that k = 2 and so A is 2p — n — 2 dimensional. The universal-

coefficient theorem and the fundamental theorem of abelian groups

now imply that A is an integral homology (2p—n —2)-sphere as

desired.

3 Our original argument was due to J. G. Timourian. Its present form was sug-

gested by the referee.
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Remark. Theorem 1 can be proved using the layering phenomenon

of Church-Timourian [5, Theorem 1.3]. In fact, A can be shown to

be a locally orientable Z2-generalized (2p — n — 2)-manifold. Further

results on local structure theory of singular fiberings may be found in

Timourian [lO], [ll] and Church-Timourian [S].

The author is grateful for the referee's remarks, in particular those

concerning the first part of the proof of Theorem 1.
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